
Increasing empathy, self-esteem, quality of social interactions
Increasing a sense of control in one’s life
Decreasing aggression
Decreasing cortisol ( stress hormone) 
Increasing oxytocin in the body  (our bonding hormone)
Nurturing higher positive mood and overall life satisfaction

Gratitude has phenomenal benefits when it comes to all areas of physical and

psychological health.

   
 Including:

Cultivating
Gratitude:
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In Children

Why?

Negative events tend to impact our brains more than positive events. We
tend to be more aware of negative events, perseverate more over negative
events, learn more from negative events, and make more decisions based
on negative events.

Sometimes, the Negativity Bias gets in
the way of gratitude:

Gratitude is not something that “just happens” - like any other skill it
needs to be practiced repeatedly in order to wire the brain to notice the
small moments. Individuals who practice gratitude tend to have a more
activated reward center in the brain - small, joyful moments literally light
up the brain and positively impact psychological and physical functioning.

We have to train our brain to change the
narrative:



Slow down
When you're feeling stressed, move your body. This helps to decrease the stress reaction and instead
engage the prefrontal cortex. The prefrontal cortex helps us to empathize, gain perspective, emotionally
regulate and problem solve
Reframe challenging experiences (eg: “That was difficult, but I learnt that I am far stronger than I realized.”)
Practice healthy boundaries and surround yourself with people and experiences that nurture authenticity,
courage, and joy.
Actively look for positive moments
When something positive happens, force your brain to focus by writing down the positive moment, talking
to somebody else about it, or using your body to express feelings of positivity and joy.
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Here are some ideas to retrain our brain to take note of life’s
wonderful moments:

At meals times, take turns relating what you are grateful for
Create a marble jar where you put a marble in the jar for each grateful experience
Each time something wonderful happens, write it down in a gratitude journal
Create a gratitude wall- use post-its or whiteboard paint
Family members write down what they are grateful for on different colour popsicle sticks and pop them in a
jar to read together later
Create a gratitude tree: each time you experience something positive, write it on a leaf and add it to the tree
Carry a gratitude rock in your pocket, each time you touch it, remind yourself to practice gratitude
Give back to your community

 Ideas to cultivate gratitude:

Practicing gratitude as a family is a wonderful connection ritual.

“Gratitude is the
fairest blossom which
springs from the soul.” 

– Henry Ward Beecher.


